Psychology in the Decision Making of Industrialised Building Systems (IBS): A Field of Application
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Abstract:

Research in decision making is diverse in content and perspective. There is much to be learned from more fundamental managerial disciplines. Decision making is a sub-set of human behaviour rather than a completely separate phenomenon. Currently, there are likely that few decisional issues in the application of Industrialised Building Systems (IBS) require the invention of a completely new theory. If IBS technology research bases its viewpoint only on technical and managerial issues, its development will become less relevant to the construction world at large. In order to explore decision research methods into IBS decision making, psychological elements are applied to determine their influences on the decisions of IBS technology application. This paper discusses psychological elements that are relevant to decision making and the focus is on the adoption of IBS technology in building construction. This is presented by a discussion of psychological factors influencing the decision making of construction technology application. This is followed by a review of some predictions on the future of behavioural economics in construction technology application. This paper is concluded by suggesting that the research of psychology decision making should positively contribute to decision makers’ awareness, knowledge and skills, and these contributions should aim at the effectiveness of decision making in IBS technology application.
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1. Introduction

The application of psychology is usually seen to be about individual behaviour in social science and health-related studies. While these areas would not have a problem in seeing the importance of people in their organisational and industry context, it becomes noticeable that this aspect can be highly appreciated if it is also essential to investigate how people make decision in technical environment or technology context, particularly in construction industry. It can be articulated that it is impossible to understand the decision making of technology adoption without appreciating the behavioural and psychological context in which they perceive, make sense and relate to the construction practices. According to Weiten (1998), “psychology refers to the scientific studies of behaviour and underlying mental and physiological processes in acquiring knowledge with social psychology which focuses on interpersonal behaviour such as conformity and group behaviour; and cognitive psychology which focuses on higher mental process such as reasoning, information processing problem solving and decision making” (p.39). Despite considerable effort to understand and represent decision making by construction entities, there has been little attempt to integrate socio-economic, psychological and construction technology variables within a comprehensive framework.
Beyond its specific and important role in exploring Industrialised Building Systems (IBS) technology adoption, psychology decision making is fundamentally an applied discipline and this makes it highly relevant to contribute to technology adoption decision and also to the policy of IBS technology adoption itself. This view persisted when the Malaysian construction industry has been implementing the adoption of IBS technology in building construction. IBS technology is the mass factory-produced building components off-site, then they are properly assembled and joined on-site to form the final units (Badir et al. 2002). Sarja (1996) defined IBS as “the term given to building technology in which modern systematic methods of design, production planning and control as well as mechanised and automated manufacture are applied”.

2. Background

Psychology in decision making, referring to the decisional context of IBS technology adoption, may perhaps assist construction industry to address the slow adoption of this building technology by taking into account social and individual approaches to this problem. Kadir et al. (2006) reported that the current thinking on IBS is that the contractors prefer to choose conventional building system rather than proposing IBS system since shifting of building system from conventional to IBS is not motivated by cost factors and furthermore, most contractors have been exposed and trained in conventional building system for decades and there is an abundance of cheap foreign workers in Malaysia (p. 12). Thus, psychological and technological context stipulate decision makers’ perception and behaviour in construction environment.

The construction dynamics in which perceptions occur, attitude are formed and behaviour takes place, also implies to look at the psychological dimensions as it is difficult to understand decision making process without taking into account the decision makers’ background, exposure, viewpoint and their capacity in the building technology adoption of construction projects. In behavioural decision making, decision makers have to response the changes of its environment and they prefer to use perceptual rather than analytical processes based on the trade-off between speed and accuracy of performance (Vassey, 1994). As advances in psychology can be applied to economics in terms of human economic behaviour, Simon (1959) asserted that the decision maker’s information about his or her environment is much less than an approximation to the real environment as people live in a dynamic environment with some inferences from the values and facts based on perception, believes and knowledge that characterise the personality.

According to Sauermann (2004), the following strategies are commonly used in behavioural decision making: a) weighted additive strategy which is an alternative-based that requires a large amount of information processing as the decision maker assess each aspect and weights its value according to his or her preference, b) equal weight strategy that requires less information processing and involves less information on preferences as the values of the attributes are equally weighted. c) Lexicographic strategy which requires a decision maker to select the best option based on the most important attribute. Glueck and Jaunch (1988) revealed that there are three major approaches to decision making namely the rational-analytic approach (traditional view) where decision are viewed as being analytical, conscious and rational since the decision maker considers all available alternatives systematically; the intuitive-emotional approach where a number of alternatives are considered but unconscious process are used to save time and the political-behavioural approach where decision maker has to face competing pressures and decision result are the compromise of negotiation and mutual adjustment.

3. Decision Making Process and Behavioural Economics
The impression that behavioural studies could examine issues literally on cross-industries approach seems questionable. Yet, traditionally behavioural economy deals with people-economy-technology at various fields: from the social science, the management science, the business management, through technology management to the technical and engineering area. In the study of human decisions, the illumination of decision making principles and behaviour analysis can have greater impact on behavioural economics (Fantino, 2004). Moreover, the implementation of firm’s strategy requires a set of careful decision criteria such as economical, psychological and cultural aspects at group or individual levels (Milani at al., 2005). According to Winquist and Larson (1998), decisions are eventually made by groups and the members prefer to select their shared rather than unshared information as shared information can influence the preferred choice but unshared information significantly influenced the quality of their decisions.

Although behavioural decision making research is concerned with how people make choices, behavioural decision making is predicted by individual differences in sensitivity for rewards but not based on impulsive personality traits (Franken and Muris, 2005). According to Leiser and Azar (2008), in economic psychology, the combination of behavioural economics and decision making promotes good interdisciplinary studies in order to explore whether decision makers have made the right economic choices based on the reasons of having made a decision, their personal beliefs and risk preferences. Identical to individual decision making, Lyon et al. (2000) stated that firms’ behaviour can be observed, managed and measured.

4. Psychological Theory

Cognitive and social psychology are among fields that provide knowledge bases needed to design the technology adoption information for supporting technology decision for effective construction individual, firms and industry responses to IBS technology adoption. The basis of team decision is personal or individual decision and this decision-making behaviour depends on two major categories namely social psychology and cognitive psychology (Ying et al., 2005). According to naturalistic theory, decision making is based on personal experience and competence without quantitative data but considering cognitive, behavioural and environmental factors in real world (Lizárraga et al., 2007). In social psychology, people’s knowledge and thought within the world are not standardised due to their interests, degree of knowledge aimed at changes, facts and general ruling principles (Schuetz, 1944). Moreover, with the new social movements as pointed out by Stern (1999), change in attitude and behaviour can be explained by social psychological theory. Whereas, in cognitive psychology, Bandura and Jourden (1991) discovered that decision making research involves the understanding of how decisional activities are affected by judgemental operations as in dynamic environment; decisional rules must be learned through exploratory experiences by self-belief of value, personal goal setting, self-evaluation and the quality of analytic thinking that requires the effective cognitive processing of ambiguous and uncertain information.

As a part of cognitive psychology, human judgement and decision making behaviour that is characterised by outcome and information uncertainty involves the process of basic cognitive mechanism using a mental model which organises prior experience and information based on problem’s proposition throughout the years of learning and maturation (Pitz and Sachs, 1984). Kim et al. (2008) pointed out the choice satisfaction of decision making could be increased by cognitive control processes with choice options evaluations prior to making a decision and the integration of cognitive and emotion evaluation to produce positive effects. Based on psychological theory, decision makers have their own cognitive effort considering the justifiability of alternatives, the properties of real world decision environment and bias in decision making which arises from different sources (Loewenstein and Lerner, 2003).
5. **Psychology and Decision Making**

Traditionally, subjects of psychological research, both fundamental and applied, tend to be conceived at the individual level: the mind, conscious experience or obvious behaviour is all studied in their nature and characteristics of functioning within a single person or firm. Generally, decision making is a behaviour that reveals the visible outcomes of psychological process. Decision makers for instance, tend to emphasize the priority of decision principles and all principles can be important but their relative importance can depend on the decision making itself. Moreover, the causal factors may interact. For example, attitudinal factors can become more influential when contextual factors do not exert strong pressures on decision making and even strong financial incentives may fail to change behaviour unless information is provided in effective ways. For these reasons, conclusions about the causes of individual decision making are unlikely to generalize to contexts with very different infrastructures, institutions or incentive structures. Psychology alone cannot produce adequate understanding of environmentally significant individual decision making. An interdisciplinary approach is needed in which insights and concepts from psychology are combined with those from economics, sociology, and other relevant disciplines. In this matter, contemporary research on the psychology of decision making by Messick and Bazerman (1996) involves three major groups of theories that are theories about the world in terms of the ways in which our decisions influence the world based on the judgement of risk, discounting the future, uncertainty, perception of causes, focus on people and moral responsibility; theories about other people in terms of how others influence the ways in which people make decision based on ethnocentric perception as “our” way is normal and preferred and other ways are inferior, besides the element of stereotype and theories about ourselves in terms of individual traits based on illusion of superiority, illusion of favourability, illusion of optimism, illusion of control, overconfidence and self-serving fairness biases.

Usually, the unique nature of strategic decisions involves complexity, uncertainty, high cost, absence of information and long term effects require substantial elements of judgements and a highly detailed analysis by individuals with the most appropriate psychological qualifications in order to improve the quality and effectiveness of these decisions (Gilligan et al., 1983). Given the shortcomings of the classical decision theory or rational-economic model, an alternative perspective has emerged that provides a more descriptive view of managerial behaviour which termed as a behavioural theory of decision making or administrative model which acknowledges the real-world limitations on manager’s decision making that provides bonded-rationality where decision makers are restricted in their decision making process (Vecchio et al, 1992). Irrationality of individual decision making is examined from a psychological perspective, thus it is important to reduce or minimise those psychological factors such as perception, attention, memory, heuristics, bias and other factors like personality, experience, motivation, feelings, emotions, skills and abilities, which limit rationality in decision making (Jennings and Wattam, 1994). However, in recent years this assumption has been challenged by behavioural economists, who have identified additional psychological and emotional factors that influence decision-making (Lerner et al., 2004).

6. **Psychology in IBS Decision Making**

Much work within construction economics is concerned with understanding and modelling the processes and consequences of decision making among construction firms. The usefulness of predicting the behaviour of decision makers in construction industry with respect to IBS policy and technology assessment is not well known and models of decision making in this area should be developed for a variety of specific situations. As the science of human behaviour, psychology is necessary to understand and manage the decision making of technology adoption. Psychology is needed to clarify the behavioural and social processes underlying IBS technology adoption, to
determine the effects of environmental influences on IBS decision making, to specify effective behavioural strategies for reducing conventional construction methods and to assist policymakers in formulating and improving IBS technology adoption.

A crucial decision making issue in IBS technology adoption can be adequately addressed by incorporating behavioural aspects and how best to reveal technology adoption and responses to the policy of construction practices. This is not a straightforward issue of applying behavioural elements in technological and technical construction practices. Thus, it requires the transformation and integration of psychology, strategic management, economics, technology management and construction practices knowledge. It involves managerial and technological process informed by social science knowledge. As illustrated by Figure 1, psychology in IBS decision making can be represented in a contextual framework with the relationship between the way of thinking and behaving of individuals as a decision makers and their environment. This includes the internal and external environment of decision makers in construction industry.

Psychology in decision making explores individuals and groups decision making in their social and physical context, by giving major focus to IBS supply chain members and IBS technology adoption based on their perceptions, evaluations, attitudes, representation and accompanying behaviour. Economics and social psychology are heuristics tools for identifying factors that influence specific behaviours such as values, attitudes, habits, social norms, personal norms and perceived behavioural control, meanwhile economics focuses on the influences of internal and external factors explaining intentions to act (Kallbekken et al., 2008). Addressing the concept of attitude, Dohmen et al. (1989) clarified that an entity becomes an attitude object if a person states an evaluative judgment toward which a cognitive, evaluative or intentional orientation of an individual is directed (p.19). According to Eiser and van der Pligt (1988), the concept of attitude is important in social psychological theories as attitude is crucial in human decision making because behaviour is seen as determined by intention and intention is a joint product of attitude towards the behaviour (p.26). Moreover, decision making process in organisational context comprises a set of roles with different attitudes related to the process based on participant’s roles and motivations (Vári and Vecsenyi, 1984). In the case of building technology adoption, as
illustrated by Figure 2, the perception of IBS technology, may or may not be based upon information and knowledge and/or psychological reaction towards IBS decision.

In decision making, many beliefs and values may underpin an attitude. The open attitude trait might also be important in many firm decision-making situations, especially relating to information gathering and in the adoption of new technology. There are obvious limits to how much of individual behaviour can be explained as a function of values, attitudes, personal norms, and other social-psychological factors. Besides that, psychology in decision making also focuses on both the effect of environmental influences such as politics, economic, social, and technology factors on behaviour in addition to how decision makers perceive and acts on IBS technology adoption based on these factors. Behavioural and environmental factors are one way or another linked in their effects on the perceptions and behaviour of decision makers as these factors must be thoroughly considered in technology decisions. In order to effectively understand these factors, psychology decision making in IBS technology adoption aims at identifying processes which regulate and mediate their relationship. This conceptual model also focuses on environmental influence and the consequences of human behaviour. According to Lin (2003), technology decisions are shaped by a set of organisational factors based on one’s self-confidence in evaluating technology innovations and the success or failure of technology adoption is based on the need for innovativeness and users’ experience as a result of systems control by government and industry policies with system factors such as regulatory, technology culture and industry trend.

Fox (1984) stated that “it cannot be claimed that human knowledge is exclusively rule-based as perception and imagery are important in decision making” (p.315). As advances in psychology can be applied to economics in terms of human economic behaviour, human decision making
conceptualises the human mind based on differences in perceptions, subjective experience and future judgments with cost benefit consideration which helps in understanding decision making impacts (Pronin et al., 2008). Psychological science and its insights have not been fully utilised to understand slow technology adoption. Yet psychology can contribute in at least three ways: by exploring the behavioural factors of decision making that is important for causing technology reluctant behaviour, by contributing to the understanding of interdisciplinary areas in IBS technology adoption and by determining significant psychological dimensions that influence IBS decision.

7. Rationale of Psychology Application in IBS Decision Making
In order to meet these demands on behavioural science, psychology will have and need the opportunity to expand its scales of analyses in the study of human cognition and action plans reinforcing variables operating on behavioural learning, attitude formation and perceptions. Not only will such expansions of psychology’s traditional scale of study enhance the input, psychology discipline should have contributions to other industry. Most likely psychology discipline will also further theory development in other areas, in particular towards enhanced technology adoption, within the discipline itself as behavioural research on IBS decision making is based on several ideas:

a) Values and attitudes
The idea to adopt IBS technology in building construction is to generate efficiency in project management and achieving the effectiveness of resources utilisation especially on workforce, site management and overall cost structure. The element of attitude is also significant in determining the intention in the use of building material that should be considered with other additional realistic behavioural elements such as task and personal characteristics (Bysheim and Nyrud, 2009). People’s attitude towards the improved construction activities should be changed, especially in the developing countries like Malaysia. There are several problems with this belief. First, pro-conventional method and upholding of this status-quo are already strong in the most of established construction entities. Also the connection of values and attitudes to behaviour are unpredicted because; besides behaviour complexity, behaviour also depends on a variety of other affecting factors such as policy, infrastructure, institutions, incentives and individuals’ skills, knowledge and abilities regarding attitude-based behaviour. In most cases, the input to behaviour is its immediate context, besides optimistic values. Changing values may also have a huge influence on behaviour in the long term but it is mainly as an indirect factor unlike policies, institutions and incentives that shape behaviour.

b) Skills, knowledge and awareness
Normally, there is a belief that skills, knowledge and increased awareness are the key to adopt construction technology in solving construction project difficulties. However, broader knowledge on efficient construction technology such as the widespread recognition of overall effects from IBS technology adoption may have larger effects, but not much is known about why some IBS technology application lead to industry adoption, government policy and social movement activity. In this regard, the assimilation of psychological dimensions into the skills, knowledge and awareness of construction technology is beneficial in understanding IBS technology decisions.

c) Firm’s option
Although the attribute of adopting construction technology is based on firm’s choices, the major causes of most construction delays, construction waste and dependency on foreign labour are the actions of construction firms. Thus, changing construction entities’ attitudes towards better
construction practice by adopting IBS technology can contribute to higher construction quality and productivity.

d) Motivation

Basically, perceived IBS technology drive tends to encourage adaptive technology only when the benefits are perceived to be significant and when cost-effective responses are well-known and available. Technology adoption without the perceived ability to cope leads to maladaptive responses such as minimizing the risk of negative assessment on IBS technology.

Dealing with IBS technology decision requires the synergistic role of behavioural component particularly on psychology in addition to technical, managerial and technological specialists. The theoretical and methodological approaches of psychology within decision making tasks and IBS technology adoption are different but complementary. Thus, it may be beneficial if the lessons learnt in one research domain will be tried and tested in the other. In order to achieve this, synergistic goals between IBS technology adoption and psychology decision making as shown in Table 1 should be explored in collaboration with environmental influences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal:</th>
<th>IBS Technology Adoption</th>
<th>Psychology in Decision Making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>To support IBS technology adoption regulations, guidelines and policies.</td>
<td>To cultivate positive attitude towards technology policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>To create overall cost effectiveness in project implementation.</td>
<td>To evaluate all economic rationales without ‘bias’ consideration in decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>To encourage less dependency on foreign labour.</td>
<td>To foster positive perceptions towards workforce efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>To promote efficient and effective building technology.</td>
<td>To encompass technological mindset in decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumerism</td>
<td>To provide improved building technology with environmental concern.</td>
<td>To perceive consumer as an important consideration in decision making.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In decision science, technology adoption decision involves inter-firm coordination, interplay reaction across individuals in different stakeholders group and interventions based on contemporary research problem and multidisciplinary work with the consideration of technology outcomes, environmental factors, feelings, reactions and personality characteristics (Venkatesh, 2006). Above all, the incorporation of psychology in decision making may clarify the perceptions and attitudes about IBS technology adoption, maintained by different stakeholder groups as a basis for continued disregard, for business-as-usual, or for strategic change and policy acceptance regarding IBS technology. Thus, to be effective, technology adoption strategy must be carefully regulated towards those evaluations, perceptions and attitudes. However, the psychosocial factors have been approached with less attention and clarity than either the technical or economic dimensions of IBS technology. This represents a challenge for the incorporation of psychology in IBS decision making as psychology has the potential to make a significant contribution to sustainable construction policies.

8. Conclusion

Although technical skills, knowledge, evaluation and assessment have an important contribution to make the resolution of slow IBS technology adoption that are related to the uphold of conventional building methods instead of IBS technology, this situation is the outcome of
maladaptive technological behaviour and thus require the contribution of social and managerial science. Only interdisciplinary approaches will provide effective strategies to address the major slow IBS technology adoption in Malaysian construction industry. Behavioural economic studies particularly on psychological dimensions will have and need the opportunity to expand its scope in the study of technology decisions. Psychology has contributed and can offer more to the understanding processes beyond the individual decision that is important to construction technology change. Notwithstanding this, it should not be assumed that a heightened technology awareness of IBS in building construction will automatically lead to firm’s adoption of more technological based building method rather than conventional method. Psychological standpoints put forward that construction firms are more likely to concern about issues according to financial interests particularly on profit generation from construction projects rather than the real process of building technology adoption.
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